Dear Team Green Families,

On Wednesday, your child will be bringing home a “Blizzard Bag.” Blizzard Bags are part of a pilot program in which our school is participating to reduce the amount of snow days we need to make up at the end of the year.

The first snow day our school has will be a normal snow day. No work is required of the students. The Blizzard Bags take effect on the second snow day of the year and each snow day thereafter.

In each student's Blizzard Bag there are assignments from each of her/his/their classes. On the second snow day of the year, students will complete the designated work for that day for each of the classes. Students will then have five school days to turn in the work to get credit for the assignment.

We recommend you and your child find a designated spot in your home for the Blizzard Bag. That way, if/when the second snow day comes, your child will be able to easily find the Blizzard Bag and complete the work for that day.

We also recommend that you have a conversation with your child about the Blizzard Bag this evening. You may want to go over the various assignments to make sure your child fully understands his/her responsibilities for completing the Blizzard Bag.

Thank you for your support, and here’s to a long summer!

Sincerely,

Team Green

Gail Bouknight-Davis - Reading/ELA
Theresa Girona - Paraprofessional
David Heath - Spanish
Brendan Heck - ELA
Chrissie Arment Lucy +

Bernie Dawson – Social Studies
Katie Malone-Smith - Art
Catherine Rueger - Math
Chip Vittum - Physical Education
Miles Wheat - Interim Science Teacher